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Abstract  
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how consumers experience green marketing within the 

fast fashion industry. The Theory of Planned Behavior was used as a foundation for a 

conceptual framework. A qualitative approach was used, and the empirical data was gathered 

through three semi-structured focus groups with a total of 17 participants. Participants were 

acquired through a convenience sampling method, influenced by purposive sampling. Firstly, 

we concluded that some consumers believe that green marketing within the fast fashion industry 

is a positive trend that contributes to a more sustainable industry, while some believe it is false, 

a facade and a sales ploy. Secondly, we found that important reference groups who influence 

consumers’ experience of green marketing within the fast fashion industry are social norms, 

trend, social media and influencers. Lastly, consumers sometimes choose to believe in green 

marketing campaigns since it is too time consuming to check the validity and it eliminates the 

search for further information. Due to the daily exposure of these campaigns, some consumers 

associate these with sustainable collections. However, some are more critical toward the use of 

green marketing within the fast fashion industry and believe that it contradicts sustainability. 

Previous scandals within the industry are also affecting consumers’ experience of fast fashion 

in relation to sustainability. The findings have contributed to understanding of how consumers 

experience green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Also, it provides useful insights 

that fast fashion companies can use to conduct a more trustworthy and genuine green marketing.   
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1. Introduction 
The following section presents the background, problematization, research purpose, research 

question and research outlines. The background introduces the fast fashion industry with its 

negative impacts on the environment and consumers’ awareness of these impacts. Furthermore, 

it presents green marketing as well as fast fashion companies’ attempt to become more 

sustainable. The problematization positions our thesis and explains the problem that we have 

studied.   

 

1.1. Background 
Clothes have become so cheap that we do not value them as a resource and that is 
problematic, because they have such a big environmental impact (Holmin, 2019).  

 
The emergence of fast fashion giants, such as Zara and H&M, has changed the appearance of 

global fashion and consumers’ purchasing behavior (Mortimer et al., 2020). Due to mass 

production, combined with inexpensive and foreign labor, it is possible to offer clothes cheaper 

than before (Scherman, 2019). This has contributed to consumers associating fashion purchases 

with low value that require small psychological and financial investments (Mortimer et al., 

2020). Also, fashion cycles have become increasingly fast paced due to trends, high demands 

and the constant objective to increase profit margins (McNeill & Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 

2021). Consumers are also constantly encouraged by the fast fashion industry to follow rapid 

and incessant shifts in trends, which has reduced the product life cycles greatly (McNeill & 

Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 2021). Consequently, fashion has evolved into a wear-and-tear 

phenomenon that affects the environment and climate negatively to a great extent (Scherman, 

2019). 

 

However, there is a change in consumers’ purchasing behavior. Consumers are becoming 

increasingly aware of social and environmental issues (Mortimer et al., 2020; Neumann et al., 

2021), and are pressuring companies and governmental institutions to act (Neumann et al., 

2021). These consumers aspire to satisfy their basic needs and maintain a better quality of life 

without compromising the welfare for humans and the earth’s ecosystems to future generations 

(Jones et. al, 2008). In addition, consumers are more positive to support sustainably responsible 

companies, which results in increased consumer satisfaction and better consumer relations 

(Neumann et al., 2021).  
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More and more companies within the fast fashion industry have reacted to the changing 

behavior and begun to develop environmentally friendly processes and products (Neumann et 

al., 2021). Some fast fashion brands also extend their brand to appeal to a more sustainably 

aware consumer. For instance, H&M extended its brand with their “H&M Conscious” 

collection and Zara with its “Zara Join Life” collection. It is common that companies use 

existing brands when extending their product line. Companies often do this with the intention 

to ease the introduction of new products and to draw on consumers’ existing familiarity of the 

company (Mortimer et al., 2020).  

 

Furthermore, there is a rise of fashion companies where sustainability permeates the entire 

organization. These companies, together with their stakeholders, incorporate fair-trade 

principles and good labor conditions that do no harm to the environment or the workers 

(Neumann et al., 2021). For instance, they use ethical production systems that have little or no 

environmental impact. This can be done by producing garments designed for a longer lifetime 

use, and use biodegradable and organic cotton in the producing process (Neumann et al., 2021). 

For instance, according to the website Green Little Heart (2020), the Swedish fashion brand 

House of Dagmar has since its beginning strived to create garments made by sustainable 

materials. The garments are made from materials such as organic cotton, recycled polyester and 

ecologically regenerated cashmere. The brand is involved in several projects that actively work 

to develop new sustainable production methods and fabrics with a strive to constantly be at the 

forefront. Another Swedish fashion brand that focuses on sustainability is Twist & Tango 

(Green Heart, 2020). 90 percent of Twist & Tango’s entire production is made of sustainable 

materials and the denim collection is produced with 100 percent sustainable material. Even the 

smallest details, such as neck labels, are made by sustainable materials like recycled polyester 

(Green Little Heart, 2020). These brands are examples of sustainable fashion companies with a 

strong focus on both social and environmental issues. 

 

Jones et al. (2008) stated that companies should use marketing as a tool to identify and meet 

the changing demand and behavior of the consumers. This means that if there is a rise in demand 

for sustainable fashion, marketers must try to meet that need to stay competitive (Jones et al., 

2008). Nowadays, some marketers are channeling their efforts both in terms of reducing their 

environmental impact and striving for a more sustainable organization (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 

2017). Dangelico and Vocalelli (2017) stated that the change in marketing activities is due to 
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the growing awareness of global environmental issues together with the acknowledgement of 

the interdependence between environment, society and economy. This has led to the creation 

of the concept “environmental marketing” which is divided into three different subgroups, 

namely: ecological, sustainable and green (Abadi et al., 2019; Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017). 

When marketers advertise products and services as ecological, moral principles and issues 

motivate environmental friendliness. Meanwhile, sustainable marketing is adopted when a 

company wishes to adopt a long-term sustainable perspective. Lastly, the market is the driving 

pressure when green marketing is used (Abadi et al., 2019; Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017). 

According to Dangelico and Vocalelli (2017), the definition of green marketing has been 

constantly modified over the years. However, the recent one clearly highlights how this type of 

marketing is substantial for cleaner production and corporate sustainability: 
 
[T]he process of planning, implementing and controlling the development, pricing, 
promotion, and distribution of products in a manner that satisfies the following three 
criteria: (1) customer needs are met, (2) organizational goals are attained, and (3) 
the process is compatible with eco-systems. (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017, p. 1264) 

 
When marketers advertise products and services with green marketing, it requires that they use 

good marketing principles to make green products and services. The aim is to be desirable for 

potential consumers and harmonize already sustainably aware consumers’ requirements 

(Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017). 

 

1.2. Problematization 
Sustainability is more relevant than ever and important in today’s society. Consumers are also 

increasingly aware of environmental issues and encourage companies and governmental 

institutions to act more sustainable (Neumann et al., 2021). The fast fashion industry is no doubt 

a vast and globalized business that contributes to massive waste and pressures on the 

environment (Zhang et al., 2021). It is undoubtedly one of the most polluting industries 

(Neumann et al., 2021) with one of the world’s largest carbon footprint (Zhang et al., 2021). 

The industry even emits greater greenhouse gases than the shipping and aviation industry 

combined (Scherman, 2019). To put it further into perspective, due to lack of recycling and 

clothing underutilization, more than $500 billions are annually lost worldwide (Zhang et al., 

2021). Furthermore, the fast fashion industry relies heavily on cotton production which 

contributes to the use of approximately $2.6 billions worth of pesticides annually. Thus, the fast 

fashion industry also indirectly supports possible dangerous farming practices (Kang et al., 
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2013). The pesticides and chemical fertilizers are harmful to the environment as well as the 

community. They reduce soil fertility and cause water pollution, loss of biodiversity and severe 

health issues due to exposure of toxic pesticides (Kang et al., 2013). It is during the production 

that the major climate impact occurs which is approximately 80 percent of the total impact of 

the industry (Scherman, 2019). 

 

Despite all the negative consequences of the industry, the global apparel consumption is 

estimated to increase to 102 million tons in volume and $3.3 trillion in value by 2030. This is 

compared to the 62 billion tons measured in 2017 (Eder-Hansen, et al., 2017; Arici, et al., 2019). 

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals estimated that the global carbon emission 

must be reduced by 45 percent from 2010 to 2030. Otherwise, the goal to limit global warming 

to a 1.5° Celsius increase, and to reach net zero carbon emissions by 2050, will not be achieved 

(Arici, et al., 2019). According to the report Pulse of the Fashion Industry 2019 (Arici, et al., 

2019), the current speed of progress and existing solutions are not enough to transform the 

industry and meet the requirements. Despite the improvements and actions toward 

sustainability, the fashion industry is far from sustainable (Arici, et al., 2019).   

 

Consumers around the world have the idea that they both have the right and power to influence 

the way businesses are conducted and the businesses’ ethical behavior (Kang & Hustvedt, 

2014). According to Kang and Hustvedt (2014) and Neumann et al. (2021), consumers are 

becoming more willing to support companies that are sustainably responsible. This in turn, 

increases consumers’ satisfaction and creates a better and stronger relationship between brands 

and consumers (Kang & Hustvedt, 2014; Neumann et al., 2021). Naderi and Van Steenburg 

(2018) have found that especially Millennials are prepared to pay additional for sustainable 

offerings. They also stated that Millennials are more likely to favor environmentally friendly 

policies and support stricter environmental regulations (Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018). 

Furthermore, Joshi and Rahman (2017) also found that younger, and more educated, consumers 

are more open to new thoughts and perspectives. Therefore, they are more likely to understand 

the significance of making sustainable purchases and engaging in sustainable activities. 

Moreover, these consumers have a long anticipated life and can therefore have a large impact 

on future environmental issues. Especially, if they change to a more sustainable lifestyle and 

pass that positive change on to future generations (Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018).   
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On the other hand, even though consumers are willing to support sustainable companies and 

pressure them to act more responsibly, some research has stated that consumers are reluctant to 

change their own consumption behavior (e.g., McNeill & Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 2021). 

Thus, despite consumers’ rising concern regarding the environment, they often hesitate to 

translate their concerns into actions (Neumann et al., 2021). Neumann et al. (2021) suggested 

that fashion is highly symbolic to individuals and connected to various emotions. Fashion 

allows people to express self-identity, not only the current self but the aspirational and ideal 

self as well. This makes it possible for people to express multiple identities. According to 

Neumann et al. (2021), consumers are unwilling to give up the symbolic value in order to 

become more sustainable.  

 

Even though it is debatable whether consumers act on their sustainable awareness, companies 

often try to effectively communicate their sustainability efforts to their consumers. Some 

companies focus exclusively on social issues, such as fair-trade principles and labor conditions, 

whereas others focus solely on environmental matters. In the latter case, concepts such as reuse, 

recycle and reduce are guiding principles for companies as well as for the consumers (Neumann 

et al., 2021). However, due to ever-changing trends, high demand from consumers, and a 

constant pursuit to increase profit margins, fashion cycles are incredibly fast paced. Therefore, 

the change to more sustainable processes and products presents a great challenge to the fast 

fashion industry (McNeill & Moore, 2015).  

 

Because of the fast nature of fashion brands, they are viewed as unsustainable, and their 

sustainable efforts are often perceived as untruthful and are frequently questioned (Neumann et 

al., 2021). Some brands are even purporting to have green claims, when in fact they solely use 

sustainable marketing campaigns to increase sales, profits and market shares (Lim, 2015; 

McNeill & Moore, 2015). Consequently, people often see marketing as an antithesis to 

sustainability (Jones et al., 2008), which has led to debates regarding the incompatibility 

between marketing and sustainability (Lim, 2015). In contrast to each other, marketing is one 

of the principal drivers to consumption, while sustainability focuses on decreasing consumption 

(Jones et al., 2008). Also, the traditional marketing perspective is seen as a fundamental non-

sustainable approach since the focus is on a classic economic paradigm with the goal to 

maximize profits (Lim, 2015). 
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On the other hand, Abadi et al. (2019) claimed that the public’s concern regarding 

environmental issues has made marketers realize that green marketing can be a competitive 

advantage. For instance, it can strengthen the image and reputation of the company. It can be 

argued that marketing and sustainability have a lot to offer each other (Jones et al., 2008). For 

instance, marketing is essential to the creation and development of a sustainable market. Since 

marketing involves most of the companies’ activities, the sustainable initiatives would be 

useless to environmental sustainability if unable to spread in the market (Dangelico & Vocalelli, 

2017).  

 

There is a lot of research on fast fashion companies’ attempt to become more sustainable, their 

challenges with the implementation of these activities, and how these activities affect 

consumers’ perception of the brand (e.g., McNeill & Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 2021; 

Zhang et al., 2021). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is less research with the 

marketing perspective in mind. Therefore, we want to delve further into the marketing 

perspective in relation to sustainability and fast fashion. Research has stated that there is an 

increased consumer awareness, especially among younger consumers. These consumers are 

pressuring companies and institutions to act more socially and environmentally responsible. 

However, research is also ambiguous as to whether consumers really act sustainably (e.g., Joshi 

& Rahman, 2017; Kang & Hustvedt, 2014; Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018; Neumann et al., 

2021). Despite the ambiguity, there is a new demand for more sustainable fashion products 

(Mortimer, 2020), which marketers try to effectively communicate (Neumann et al., 2021). 

Therefore, we argue that the fast fashion industry’s sustainability efforts are due to market 

pressure. As a result, this thesis will adopt a green marketing perspective. There is an increased 

awareness among younger consumers (e.g., Joshi & Rahman, 2017) and marketing is often seen 

as an antithesis to sustainability (Jones et al., 2008). This makes the compatibility between 

these, combined with the fast fashion industry’s unsustainable nature, interesting to explore. 

 

1.3. Research Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how consumers experience green marketing within the 

fast fashion industry. With this research, we aim to increase a more in-depth understanding of 

how sustainably aware consumers feel regarding and experience fast fashion companies’ green 

marketing efforts. Moreover, since sustainability is a highly discussed and important subject 
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today and the fast fashion industry is far from sustainable, this topic is adequate and worth 

exploring.  

 

1.4. Research Question 
How do consumers experience green marketing within the fast fashion industry? 
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1.5. Research Outlines 
Figure 1  

Research Outlines 

 
Note: A brief content presentation for each chapter in this thesis.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 
This chapter presents the theoretical background and the development of a conceptual 

framework that is used to analyze the empirical data in chapter four. Firstly, the Theory of 

Planned Behavior (TPB) is presented. Thereafter, we argue for our choice of theory. Lastly, 

the conceptual framework is presented, which is influenced by the TPB model. 

 

2.1. Theory of Planned Behavior 
In 1985, Icek Ajzen created the TPB model with the intention to explain, understand and predict 

human behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Since its creation, it has had widespread use in the literature 

due to its extensive use in a variety of behavioral domains, such as consumer behavior (Ajzen, 

2020). A key component in the TPB model is individuals’ intention to behave in a certain way 

(Ajzen, 1991). The intention to perform a certain behavior is determined by the interaction 

between three significant antecedents: attitudes toward the behavior, subjective norms and 

perceived behavior control (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

This means that the prediction of behavioral intentions is assumed to depend on the three 

antecedents (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Hence, the intention to perform most likely affects 

the actual behavior (Ajzen, 1991). A general principle is that: 

 

the more favorable the attitude and subjective norm with respect to a behavior, and 
the greater the perceived behavioral control, the stronger should be an individual’s 
intention to perform the behavior under consideration. (Ajzen, 1991, p. 188) 
 

 
The first antecedent, attitudes toward the behavior, concerns how consumers evaluate the 

performance of a certain behavior (Li et al., 2018). It refers to the experienced advantages or 

disadvantages related to a behavior and their perceived significance (Ajzen, 1991). It is a 

function of easily accessible beliefs individuals have regarding the likely consequences and 

outcomes of a behavior (Ajzen, 2020; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). The emotion can be both 

positive and negative (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019) and stem from an evaluation of the 

consequences, the outcomes and previous experiences of a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo 

et al., 2014). The beliefs are usually formed by previous experiences by either directly 

observing or interfering with a behavior. It is more likely that individuals perform a certain 

behavior if they have the belief that the outcome will be positive (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

Prendergast and Tsang (2019) found that individuals’ pro-environmental behavior is connected 
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to their environmental beliefs and attitudes to a great extent. Therefore, the TPB model has been 

widely used in the study of environmental behavior (Li et al., 2018).   

 

The second antecedent, subjective norm, relates to the perceived social pressure individuals 

experience when practicing a particular behavior (Li et al., 2018; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

It refers to the social pressure individuals experience from the individuals’ important reference 

groups (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Reference groups are people in individuals’ lives, or 

society, who either support or not support the performance of the specific behavior (Ajzen, 

1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). The important reference groups individuals refer to vary 

depending on the situation. For instance, in one context, the expectations of individuals’ friends 

and families can be the most important. Meanwhile in another context, it can be the expectations 

from society that are more influential (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Furthermore, this also 

means that the degree of importance individuals perceives the opinions of people to be varies 

depending on the situation (Ajzen, 1991). If individuals are motivated to conform to the 

expectations of an important reference group and to comply with social pressure, it is more 

likely that they will perform a behavior (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019).  

 

The last antecedent, perceived behavioral control, is defined as the difficulty or ease consumers 

experience when executing a certain behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Li et al., 2018; Prendergast & 

Tsang, 2019). It refers to the external facilitators and barriers which individuals believe affect 

the performance of the specific behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Perceived 

behavioral control also considers the degree of confidence individuals feel regarding the ability 

to perform or not perform a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

perceived behavioral control might lack accuracy when individuals have limited resources, 

information or knowledge about a behavior (Ajzen, 1991). For instance, an individual might 

have the intention to perform a behavior, like attending an event, but lack the resources, such 

as money, to do so. Perceived behavioral control considers the fact that much behavior is often 

not entirely voluntary and under control. If attitude and subjective norms are constant, the 

intention to perform a behavior will most likely increase if individuals feel that they have a 

strong perceived behavioral control (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019).  

 

Prendergast and Tsang (2019) stated that all antecedents are important to assume individuals’ 

behavior. However, the relative importance of these antecedents is not usually equal, and it 

often varies depending on the behavior and situation. For instance, this means that if an 
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individual has a positive attitude toward a certain behavior but experiences social pressure to 

not engage in the behavior, there is a conflict between these antecedents. When such conflict 

occurs, it is more difficult to assume the individuals’ intention. Therefore, different individuals 

have different intentions toward the same behavior, depending on the situation and important 

reference groups (Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

 

2.2. Choice of Theory 
The TPB model has successfully explained and predicted behavior in a variety of behavioral 

domains. It consists of several features and has a widespread use within behavioral and social 

science, for instance within consumer behavior. Also, the validity of the theory is supported in 

the great amount of existing empirical studies that have used the TPB model (Ajzen, 2020). 

Ajzen (2020), the creator of the TPB model, argued that the theory can be applied to any 

behavior that is in the interest of the investigator. The TPB model is often used as a theoretical 

framework in research with a quantitative approach to study if individuals’ intentions correlate 

with their behavioral performances (Ajzen, 1991).  

 

However, there are previous studies that use the TPB model to investigate motivations, 

intentions, beliefs and reasons behind certain behaviors (e.g., Boman et al., 2021; Figueiredo et 

al., 2014). By using the TPB model, Boman et al. (2021) were able to provide new findings on 

women’s beliefs regarding their return to work during or after long-term sick leave for common 

mental disorders. Figueiredo et al. (2014) used the TPB model to identify perceptions, attitudes 

and behaviors among young adults regarding their wine consumption. They used focus groups 

to gain an in-depth understanding in their field of research (Figueiredo et al., 2014). Like Boman 

et al. (2021) and Figueiredo et al. (2014), this thesis aimed to gain a deeper understanding of a 

phenomenon. The aim was to explore how consumers experience green marketing within the 

fast fashion industry. Hence, we decided to use a qualitative approach in conjunction with the 

TPB model. 

 

Even though the TPB model has become one of the most influential models within human social 

behavior, the model has endured a lot of criticism. For instance, the TPB model has been 

criticized to be too rational. The criticism is that the model does not include sufficient 

consideration of cognitive and affective processes that affect individuals’ judgements and 

behaviors (Ajzen, 2011). However, Ajzen (2011) responded to the critic by explaining that the 
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components of the TPB model are developed from individuals’ own beliefs. Consequently, the 

TPB model is not as rational as the critics are claiming it to be since it does not affect the amount 

of information individuals possess. Even if individuals’ beliefs are inaccurate, irrational or 

biased, individuals’ beliefs develop attitudes, intentions and behaviors in accordance with these 

beliefs. In connection to the criticism that the TPB model is too rational, there has also been 

criticism toward the neglection of how individuals are affected by emotions. Ajzen (2011) 

denied this criticism by explaining that emotions are underlying factors for all three 

antecedents.  

 

Another criticism toward the TPB model is that even well assessed studies contain random 

measurement errors (Ajzen, 2011). However, due to the qualitative nature of this thesis, there 

are no measurements. Therefore, this issue is not relevant in this thesis. Instead, the TPB model 

is used as a tool to enable an increased understanding regarding consumers’ experiences. 

According to Ajzen, (2011), further criticism has been raised concerning the fact that 

individuals’ attitudes toward the behavior, subjective norms and perceived behavior control can 

change as time passes. Therefore, it is important to note that the consumers’ experiences found 

in this thesis might change over time. 

 

2.3. Conceptual Framework 
The conceptual framework (See Figure 2) is based on the TPB model (See Appendix A) but 

was modified to relate to the present study. Originally, the TPB model is used to predict various 

behaviors (Ajzen, 1991). However, we were not interested in behaviors. Instead, we studied 

dialogues and narratives about a phenomenon with the purpose to understand consumers’ 

relation to and experiences of it. The conceptual framework was used to enable an intimate 

understanding of consumers’ experiences of a certain phenomenon. It was the foundation for 

the content analysis of the empirical data that is presented in chapter four. Since we had a 

qualitative approach, the process of exploring whether the intention leads to an actual behavior 

was excluded (See Appendix A). Also, since the three antecedents lead to an individuals’ 

intention to perform a certain behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & 

Tsang, 2019), it had to be modified as well. Therefore, this study did not measure the level of 

intention toward a behavior. Instead, we assumed that consumers express their intention 

indirectly while discussing their experiences related to green marketing within the fast fashion 

industry. Therefore, intention is in this thesis used in a broader sense than causality. 
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Individuals’ positive or negative attitudes stem from an evaluation of previous experiences and 

future outcomes (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Therefore, 

the general attitude, emotion and previous experience of sustainability, fast fashion and green 

marketing were necessary to explore. It was an important first step in order to understand if 

they influence the participants’ attitudes and emotions toward the advertisement of fast fashion 

products through green marketing. Consequently, attitudes toward the behavior were used to 

explore how consumers’ attitudes relate to their experience of the use of green marketing within 

the fast fashion industry. 

 

Subjective norms refer to perceived social pressure individuals’ experience from people in their 

lives and from society to perform a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). In this 

thesis, we wanted to understand which important reference groups that influence consumers to 

either support or oppose green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Also, to explore how 

important the consumers believed the opinions of these referents to be. In the investigated 

phenomenon, we assumed that people in individuals’ lives, organizations and various social 

norms work as reference groups. Since this thesis is a qualitative study, we were open to the 

possibility that more reference groups would appear during the collection of empirical data.  

 

Perceived behavioral control concerns the external barriers and facilitators individuals 

experience when they intend to perform a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

This thesis explored which facilitators and barriers consumers’ experience in relation to green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry. For instance, the level of information or knowledge 

an individual has can be an external factor that influences the perceived behavioral control 

(Ajzen, 1991). 
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Figure 2  

Conceptual Framework 

 
Note: Modified Conceptual Framework inspired by the Theory of Planned Behavior 
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3. Methodology 
The following chapter presents the research methodology of this thesis. The first part covers 

the theoretical method and includes research philosophy and research approach. This is 

followed by the research design and strategy which present the empirical method that was used. 

Thereafter, the data collection and analysis are presented, including focus groups and 

qualitative content analysis.  

 

3.1. Research Philosophy 
Epistemology involves how to define the research approach in relation to the theory of 

knowledge and provides guidelines on how research can be conducted (Bell and Bryman, 

2011). Epistemology can be divided into two epistemological positions: positivism and 

interpretivism (Denscombe, 2016). The interpretivist paradigm was the most suitable 

philosophy since it challenges the objective approach. It means that social reality is subjectively 

constructed by the thoughts and actions of humans (Denscombe, 2016). Therefore, researchers 

should make relevant interpretations of human actions with an empathic understanding (Bell & 

Bryman, 2011). The aim of this thesis was to gain a better understanding of consumers’ 

thoughts in relation to green marketing made by fast fashion companies. The intention with 

interpretivism is to develop new knowledge and better understanding of people’s experiences 

and beliefs. Therefore, the interpretivist researchers must interpret the phenomenon 

(Denscombe, 2016).  

 

3.2. Research Approach 
According to Bell and Bryman (2011), the research approach refers to the relationship between 

theory and research. The three different research approaches are deduction, induction and 

abduction (Bell & Bryman, 2011; Saunders et al., 2019). The deductive approach moves from 

theory to data and is often used when trying to explain causal relations between variables and 

concepts. Thus, the deductive approach is connected to quantitative studies. The inductive 

approach moves from data collection to theory and is frequently associated with qualitative 

data. Researchers aim to draw conclusions and develop theories based on the collected data and 

empirical experiences. None of these are entirely appropriate for this thesis. Therefore, this 

thesis conducted an abductive approach, which is a combination of the deductive and inductive 

approach. An abductive approach is more flexible than the other two since it moves back and 
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forth between theory and empirical data (Saunders et al., 2019). Throughout this process, we 

changed our perspective on both the theory and empirical data. The empirical data have been 

the driving force, but what, according to us, was interesting changed toward the end. The 

purpose of this thesis was to gain a more in-depth understanding of a phenomenon. Therefore, 

an abductive approach was more useful since we shifted back and forth between the empirical 

data and the theory. It enabled us to identify and explain themes and patterns of the studied 

research field (Saunders et al., 2019). 

 

3.3. Research Design and Strategy 
According to Bell and Bryman (2011), the research strategy is the general positioning of the 

research and is divided into quantitative or qualitative research. The most suited research 

strategy for this thesis was a qualitative strategy since we wanted to interpret and understand a 

phenomenon. Our thesis was a study of a smaller scale in a relatively limited area of research, 

together with a limited quantity of participants, which argued for a qualitative approach 

(Denscombe, 2016). Due to the limited quantity of participants, there is a close relationship to 

the empirical data and there is a need for detailed knowledge to complete an analysis (Bell and 

Bryman, 2011). Bell and Bryman (2011) stated that the intention of qualitative research is to 

present descriptive details of the research with the intention to present an in-depth 

understanding of a complex situation. 

 

Furthermore, an exploratory design was the most appropriate research method for this thesis 

since it enabled us to gain further insight about a topic of our interest. Saunders et al. (2019) 

explained that an exploratory study, like this thesis, is more likely to have a research question 

starting with “how” or “what”. This allows the researchers to study a problem, issue or 

phenomenon during the data collection. Moreover, an exploratory study enables more clarity 

when trying to understand a problem, issue or phenomenon (Saunders et al., 2019). This thesis 

focuses on the issues connected to the relation between sustainability, fast fashion and green 

marketing. The aim was to understand the phenomenon of the use of green marketing within 

the fast fashion industry from a consumer perspective. The empirical data for this thesis was 

collected through focus groups, which is, according to Saunders et al. (2019), a way to conduct 

exploratory research. 
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3.4. Data Collection 
The following section presents the process of collecting empirical data through focus groups 

and how the participants were acquired. Furthermore, the interview guide is presented as well 

as an explanation of the execution of the focus groups. The collected data is a combination of 

primary and secondary data. Primary data is data collected by the researcher (Saunders et al., 

2019), and was in this thesis collected through three focus groups. Secondary data is data 

collected by other researchers (Saunders et al., 2019) and is in this thesis the three campaigns, 

namely H&M Conscious Exclusive Collection (H&M, 2020b), H&M x Lee (H&M, 2021b) and 

Gina Lab (Gina Tricot, 2021a) (See Figure 3 to 5).   

 

3.4.1. Research Method – Focus Groups 
Denscombe (2016) explained that focus groups are used when the researcher aims to explore 

individuals’ attitudes, perceptions, feelings and ideas within a specific field of research. 

According to Denscombe (2016), the ideal number of participants is between six and nine 

individuals since it enables the researchers to gain various views and opinions while still 

managing the discussion effectively. However, Bell and Bryman (2011) argued that a group of 

more than eight participants is difficult to manage effectively. According to Denscombe (2016), 

group discussions are often based on a specific thing or experience that the participants have 

similar knowledge about. The researchers’ role is to be relatively passive and facilitate the 

group dynamic rather than the discussions. The group dynamic is essential in focus groups since 

the importance is on the underlying determinants that can facilitate the understanding of the 

participants’ attitudes, perceptions, feelings and ideas (Denscombe, 2016). The group dynamic 

enables the researchers to understand the participants as members of a group rather than as 

individuals. The goal of focus groups is not only to understand what the participants are 

thinking but rather why they are thinking it (Bell & Bryman, 2011; Denscombe, 2016).  

 

The focus group interviews were conducted through an online cloud platform called Zoom. 

This platform enables people to video call, share content and text message through various 

technological devices. There is no need to download any software to use Zoom since everyone 

can gain access through a technological device, such as a computer or cellphone (Zoom, 2021). 

This eliminated the possible disadvantages with compatibility problems and inconvenience 

that, according to Bell and Bryman (2011), can otherwise be a problem. Instead, it was a 

convenient way to successfully conduct focus groups interviews online due to the Covid-19 
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pandemic. The interviews were recorded to enable an analysis of the empirical data, but the 

participants have been assigned a fictitious name to protect their identity and integrity.  

 

As previously mentioned, Denscombe (2016) argued that the ideal number of participants is 

between six and nine. However, since we had to have our focus groups through Zoom, we chose 

to have fewer participants. Also, Bell and Bryman (2011) stated that when focus groups are 

held online, it is recommended to have between six to eight participants. This is due to the 

participants’ possible limitations of keyboard skills and that it can be difficult to manage larger 

groups online (Bell & Bryman, 2011). Therefore, we strived for minimum participants in each 

group, i.e., six participants in each. However, right before the beginning of focus group two, 

one participant withdrew his participation. Consequently, we had three focus groups with six 

respondents in two of them and five respondents in one. In our own experience with Zoom 

meetings, it is difficult to discuss in larger groups, and two people cannot speak simultaneously 

online as they could have done face to face. It is difficult to read body language through video 

meetings and therefore, two people often start to discuss at the same time. The lack of body 

language was also a challenge for us as researchers since we lost some of the non-verbal 

communication, which otherwise is one of the advantages with physical interviews 

(Denscombe, 2016).  

 

Furthermore, an advantage with online focus groups is that we gained a greater variety in 

demographics among the participants. Since the meetings were held online, no one had to travel 

to participate, which is an advantage according to Bell and Bryman (2011). Instead, the 

participants could engage from home. The travel is otherwise one disadvantage that Denscombe 

(2016) mentioned associated with physical meetings, since it can be both time consuming and 

expensive. 

 

3.4.1.1. Selection of Participants 

This thesis aimed to explore how sustainably aware consumers experience green marketing 

within the fast fashion industry. As previously mentioned, younger and more educated 

consumers are known to be more aware of and sensitive to environmental issues and 

sustainability (e.g., Joshi & Raman, 2017; Naderi & Van Steenburg 2018; Neumann et al., 

2021). Since it is ambiguous what age range research means by “younger consumers”, we 

interpreted it as consumers between the age of 20 to 35. Therefore, our aim was to acquire 

participants evenly divided within this age range. We managed to acquire participants between 
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the ages of 23 to 34 (See Table 1). Hence, we assumed that the participants were sustainably 

aware. Also, to the best of our knowledge, most of the research connected to fast fashion is 

conducted with female participants. Therefore, to achieve a more nuanced research we included 

males as well. Thus, age and gender were the most important characteristics in our selection of 

participants.  

 

The participants were primarily acquired through a convenience sampling strategy. A 

convenience sample is used when the researchers have limited resources, such as time 

restrictions (Denscombe, 2016), and is a sample of participants that are easily accessible to the 

researchers (Bell & Bryman, 2011). According to Denscombe (2016), the greatest advantage 

with convenience sampling is that it is fast, cheap and simple. However, it is important that 

convenience sampling is not the primary criteria when selecting participants since it will 

decrease the credibility of the study (Denscombe, 2016; Saunders et al., 2019). Therefore, our 

primary criteria for the participants were age and gender, with age being the most important 

criteria. Since we strived for these certain characteristics, the sampling method was influenced 

by purposive sampling. According to Bell and Bryman (2011), purposive sampling is a non-

probability form of sampling with the goal to strategically sample participants relevant to the 

research question. Since our focus groups were held online, it was arguably easier to acquire 

participants with our preferred characteristics. 

 

Furthermore, Bell and Bryman (2011) also stated that there are various opinions regarding 

whether the participants should be familiar to each other or not. For instance, Bell and Bryman 

(2011) said that there are those who argue that the participants in focus group interviews should 

have no prior relationship with each other. Whereas others argue that depending on the research 

it could be beneficial for the group dynamic and the discussions if the participants have prior 

relationships (Bell & Bryman, 2011). According to Denscombe (2016), an important aspect of 

focus groups is trust. It is the researchers’ role to create a confiding climate where the 

participants feel confident enough to openly express themselves. Therefore, we created focus 

groups where all participants were familiar with at least one of the other participants to ensure 

that they felt comfortable to engage in the discussions. Also, we are inexperienced as 

moderators and have not practiced the ability to create trust among strangers. However, we also 

wanted the groups to consist of some strangers since we believed it could result in differences 

among the groups and participants.  
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Table 1 summaries the participants’ age, gender, city of residents and occupation. To protect 

the participants’ identity and integrity, each participant has been assigned a fictitious name. The 

fictitious name was assigned accordingly: participants in focus group one have been assigned a 

name starting with the letter A. The participants’ names in group two starts with the letter B 

and the participants’ names in group three starts with the letter C. Moreover, the females have 

been assigned a female name and the males have been given a male name. The reason why the 

participants in the same group were assigned a name that started with the same letter was 

because it provides an easier distinction between the groups. Also, it simplifies the analysis of 

similarities and differences between the groups. 

 
Table 1  

Focus Group Participants 

Group Fictitious Names Age Gender City Occupation 

1  Alex 

Adrian 

Anton 

Anna 

Alice 

Astrid 

23 

23 

23 

28 

28 

31 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Oskarshamn 

Åhus 

Lund 

Kristianstad 

Uppsala 

Lund 

Student 

Student 

Regional Clerk within Politics  

Bank adviser for companies 

Student 

Primary School Teacher 

2 Bea 

Björn 

Bianca 

Betty 

Ben 

26 

23 

23 

29 

25 

Female 

Male 

Female 

Female 

Male 

Malmö 

Eslöv 

S. Sandby 

Stockholm 

Malmö 

Assistant Auditor 

Accounting Consultant 

Financial Assistant 

Project Leader 

Warehouse Manager 

3 Christina 

Caroline 

Cecilia 

Camilla 

Charlie 

Christian 

24 

24 

26 

30 

28 

34 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Female 

Male 

Male 

Kristianstad 

Lund 

Kristianstad 

Önnestad 

Malmö 

Hässleholm 
 

Student 

Student 

Student 

Student 

Student 

Student 

Note: A presentation of the focus group participants with their fictitious names, age, gender, city and occupation 
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3.4.1.2. Focus Group Interview Guide 

A focus group interview guide was created in advance to prepare for the group sessions (See 

Appendix B). This enabled elaborate and thoroughly constructed questions. The conceptual 

framework was used as a guidance when constructing the questions and each question is 

connected to one part of the framework (See Figure 2). Denscombe (2016) argued that focus 

groups can be compared to group interviews which was the reason behind the creation of an 

interview guide. The interview guide was constructed as a semi-structured interview to enable 

us to ask both questions and follow up questions, when necessary to elaborate the discussions. 

Before the focus groups, each participant was asked to watch three fast fashion companies’ 

green marketing campaigns. The campaigns were H&M Conscious Exclusive Collection 

(H&M, 2020), H&M x Lee (H&M, 2021b) and Gina Lab (Gina Tricot, 2021a) (See Figure 3 to 

5). 

 
Figure 3  

H&M Conscious Exclusive A/W20 

 
Note: A YouTube video of H&M’s Conscious Exclusive A/W20 Collection Campaign that promote its sustainable 

collection (H&M, 2020b). 
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H&M (2020a) stated that during the past year of the pandemic, the company was inspired to 

appreciate the value of things around people that often gets overlooked. Therefore, the company 

started to investigate whether it is possible to produce garments from waste (H&M, 2020a). 

The creative advisor at H&M explained the collection accordingly:  

 

For A/W20, we really wanted to be trailblazers – pushing the limits of creativity 
and sustainable fashion – by focusing on waste. As a result, the pieces in this 
collection are crafted from truly amazing materials produced from waste. Working 
with this kind of transformation and being able to speak to our customers through 
beauty, we hope that waste can be part of the future of sustainable fashion (H&M, 
2020a). 

 

In the beginning of the video, there are people throwing waste into trash cans. Thereafter, the 

campaign shows the process from waste to finished garments. The campaign video ends with 

presenting the new sustainable exclusive campaigns on models on a roof top. It finishes with a 

quotation that says “Let’s wear the waste. Let’s change fashion” (H&M, 2020b).  
 

Figure 4  

Lee x H&M | A more sustainable denim collection | H&M 

 
Note: A YouTube video of H&M’s denim collection collaboration with Lee, namely Lee x H&M | A more 

sustainable denim collection | H&M (H&M, 2021b). 
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H&M (2021a) explained that the collaboration with Lee is H&M’s first ever made jeans with 

100 percent recycled cotton. With this collection, H&M has looked at every stage of both design 

and production from a sustainable perspective. Furthermore, H&M has for the first time, on 

their website, showed the water, carbon dioxide and energy impact of each of the denim 

garments in the collection (H&M, 2021a). The CEO of H&M Group stated the following:  

 

We have a huge responsibility to change how fashion is made and produced. A big 
part of this change comes through collaboration, sharing ideas and pushing for a 
sustainable future. H&M is proud to collaborate with Lee, to show how we can 
make denim in a better way (H&M, 2021a) 

 

The Lee x H&M campaign video begins with a male voice saying “sustainability means 

longevity. It means honesty.” (H&M, 2021b). Thereafter, various people have short 

monologues about sustainability. Throughout the campaign, various pop-up windows are 

shown where different people such as models and activists are having video meetings with 

employees at the H&M Group. For instance, the people were communication through video 

meetings with the Global Sustainability Manager of H&M and the CEO of H&M Group. These 

conversations were discussing sustainability and ideas of what H&M can do to become better 

within sustainability (H&M, 2021b).   
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Figure 5  

Gina Tricot – Introducing Gina Lab 

 
Note: A YouTube video of Gina Tricot’s new sustainability innovation (Gina Tricot, 2021a). 

 

Gina Lab (Gina Tricot, 2021b) is Gina Tricot’s new innovation program with the purpose to 

explore new areas, materials and methods with the aim to become a more sustainable company 

with circular fashion. With Gina Lab, Gina Tricot is exploring opportunities both on its own 

but also through different collaborations. For instance, Gina Tricot work with sustainability 

creators, other companies, researchers and profiles that can share their knowledge. Their aim 

with the innovation program is to take part of a more sustainable and circular fashion industry 

(Gina Tricot, 2021b). Gina Tricot stated the following:  

 

At Gina Tricot, we’re always seeking to develop; we strive to find new paths. With 
an open frame of mind, we want to test innovative ideas for working more 
sustainably, in everything we do. We’ve made significant progress, but there’s still 
much more to do, and learn. Now, we’re ready to challenge ourselves. (Gina Tricot, 
2021b) 

 

The Gina Lab campaign video is a combination between visions of nature, such as the ocean 

and forests, and models in different ages that present the collection (Gina Tricot, 2021a).  
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3.4.1.3. Implementation of Focus Groups 

The three focus groups lasted for approximately one hour and the first group was held on the 

5th of May at 6 pm, the second on the 6th of May at 6 pm and the third on the 8th of May at 1 

pm (See Table 2). We had the first two meetings in the evening so that the participants would 

have time to finish work. The third group was held during the day, but that group consisted only 

of students who had accepted the time beforehand. We started with an introduction of ourselves 

and the purpose of the focus groups. Bell and Bryman (2011) stated that it is important that the 

researchers start the focus group by introducing themselves and the topic. However, we did not 

introduce the topics since we did not want to steer the initial discussion in a certain way. We 

explained that we would act as moderators that would not participate in the discussions and 

only ask questions and listen. Furthermore, we informed the participants that the session was 

recorded with their consent and explained what their consent would mean in practice. In 

addition, we informed the participants that they had the right to withdraw their consent anytime 

throughout this process. We also explained that we would anonymize the participants’ names 

into fictitious names to protect their integrity. 

 
Table 2  

A Compilation of the Focus Groups 

Focus Group Date Time Number of Participants 

1 2021.05.05 18.00-19.13 6 

2 2021.05.06 18.00-19.18 5 

3 2021.05.08 18.00-19.01 6 

Note: This is a compilation of the focus group, including group, date, time and number of participants.  
 
 
Thereafter, the participants introduced themselves by name, age, occupation and stated their 

consent for us to record the session and use the information in our thesis. Instead of introducing 

the topic, we started our focus groups by asking the participants to enter the website 

MentiMeter1 to start the first part of the interview. The participants were asked to first state one 

to three feelings or thoughts they received when hearing the word “sustainability” in 

MentiMeter. Thereafter, the words they had typed were shown on the shared screen and they 

 
1 www.mentimeter.com 
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were asked to discuss and explain what they had written and why. We repeated this exercise 

with “fast fashion” and “green marketing”. We did this to explore what the participants’ original 

feelings and thoughts were regarding the topics. The second and last part of the discussion was 

based on various questions based on the conceptual framework (See Figure 2 and Appendix B). 

 

3.5. Qualitative Content Analysis 
The first step of analyzing the empirical data of this thesis was to transcribe the focus groups. 

Denscombe (2016) stated that this step is essential since it enables the researchers to more easily 

analyze the data. In addition, it also facilitates the comparison between the collected data. 

Therefore, it is important to transcribe even though it is time consuming (Denscombe, 2016). 

The transcription took approximately 18 hours to conclude and consisted of 48 pages. 

Denscombe (2016) acknowledged some problems researchers can face when transcribing. First 

and foremost, it can be difficult to hear the exact words a person says through the recording. 

He mentioned that particularly focus groups can be difficult since several people can talk 

simultaneously. Therefore, the researchers must evaluate the importance of the sentence. Some 

parts of the interview may not affect the outcome of the study and can therefore be discarded. 

Meanwhile, some parts can be evaluated as valuable, and the researchers must therefore make 

a reasonable interpretation of the sentence. Second, Denscombe (2016) also stated that people 

do not always speak in full or concluding sentences. Therefore, the speaking language must 

sometimes be constructed into more comprehensible sentences in the written language. Last, 

the participants’ pronunciation and emphasis can be difficult to decipher when transcribing 

(Denscombe, 2016). According to Denscombe (2016), small-scale research projects focus 

mostly on the words and exclude the non-verbal communication. Consequently, the collected 

data is deprived of part of the meaning when transcribed. There was particularly one participant 

that we had trouble understanding while listening to the recording. To not be deprived of the 

participant’s thoughts, we contacted the participant and asked her to clarify and interpret. 

Furthermore, there were a few other parts that were difficult to decipher but we made the 

evaluation that these parts did not contribute to the outcome of this thesis. Therefore, these parts 

were discarded.  

 

According to Denscombe (2016), it is helpful to code the data after the transcriptions are 

finalized. First, we read the transcriptions multiple times separately to later highlight the parts 

we felt contributed to this thesis. We highlighted the participants’ statements into different 
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colors depending on the topic. For instance, attitudes toward the behavior were highlighted with 

the color green, subjective norms with purple and perceived behavioral control with the color 

blue. Later, we divided each color into sub-categories that were connected to our conceptual 

framework (See Table 3). This process made us familiar with our empirical data and facilitated 

the analysis. Firstly, the sub-categories to attitudes toward the behavior were fast fashion, green 

marketing and sustainability awareness. It created a sense of the attitudes toward each element 

of this study. Secondly, the sub-categories to subjective norms were supporters and non-

supporters. Lastly, the subcategories to perceived behavioral control were facilitators and 

barriers. 

 
Table 3  

Examples of Coding 

Quote Category Sub-category 

“I wrote mass consumption, stress and fast production. I feel that 

everything is connected. There are frequently new trends that add 

to mass production and over consumption, which contributes to 

stress that there are constantly new products.” (Astrid) 

Individual Factors Fast Fashion 
 

“It is probably more a question of being pushed to buy rather than 

holding me back from buying.” (Bianca) 

Social Factors  Supporters  
 

“I believe that we have been fed up with so many scandals and so 

much on social media. You become anti, or at least I am. Like, 

what are they even doing?” (Bianca) 

External Factors  Barriers 

Note: Three quotations that show examples of how the empirical data is coded 
 
 
 

3.6. Trustworthiness 
According to Denscombe (2016), there are three facets that can facilitate the evaluation of 

credibility within qualitative research, namely triangulation, contextual data and respondent 

validation. Triangulation refers to when researchers increase the credibility of the empirical 

data using contrasting sources of data (Denscombe, 2016). Due to time and resource limitations, 

there is no triangulation in this thesis. Contextual data is, according to Denscombe (2016), the 

amount of time researchers spend with the empirical data. The longer time spent, the more solid 

the foundations of the findings based on the empirical data are and can contribute to a greater 

credibility. As a result, the contextual data is argued to be one of the main benefits with 
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qualitative research (Denscombe, 2016). We have not spent a lot of time in the field to gather 

empirical data. However, in relation to the limitations for this thesis, we have spent adequate 

time with the empirical data and the analysis of it. Lastly, respondent validation refers to when 

the participants confirm the validation of the data or findings. Therefore, respondent validation 

controls the accuracy of the study and enables the researchers’ perception to be either confirmed 

or improved (Denscombe 2016). To ensure respondent validation, we sent our transcription to 

one participant of each focus group for confirmation. Also, we sent the translation of the 

citations used in this thesis to the participants concerned, to ensure that nothing was lost through 

the translation from Swedish to English. To further confirm the translation, we send all citations 

to one participant that has been teaching at English schools abroad. 
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4. Empirical Findings and Analysis 
In this chapter, the empirical findings are presented and analyzed. The analysis is based on the 

conceptual framework (See Figure 2). As previously mentioned, the conceptual framework is 

used to understand how consumers experience green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

The empirical findings and analysis are divided into the three antecedents of the TPB model, 

namely attitudes toward the behavior, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control (e.g., 

Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014, Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). The analysis was mainly 

made on an individual level but there are also comparisons between the three focus groups. 

 

4.1. Attitudes Toward the Behavior 
This section aims to discuss and identify the attitudes toward the behavior that influence 

consumers’ attitudes and emotions toward green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

Attitudes toward the behavior was divided into one section for each topic, namely sustainability 

awareness, fast fashion and green marketing. The sections “sustainability awareness” and “fast 

fashion” aimed to understand the participants’ general attitudes toward these topics, as well as 

to understand their previous experiences within these. Thereafter, the information from these 

sections were used in the analysis on green marketing. The conceptual framework (See Figure 

2) suggests that past experiences, awareness of consequences and outcomes influence 

individuals’ current attitude and emotion (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & 

Tsang, 2019). Hence, participants’ attitudes toward sustainability awareness and fast fashion 

influence their attitude toward the use of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

 

4.1.1. Sustainability Awareness 
Since individuals’ prior experiences and attitudes can affect the intention to a behavior (Ajzen, 

1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019), it was necessary for the outcome of 

this thesis to explore the participants’ previous experiences and attitudes toward sustainability 

awareness. It was also necessary to explore what their perception of being sustainably aware is. 

We believed that consumers’ experiences of sustainability awareness can influence their 

attitudes, emotions and benignity toward green marketing within the fast fashion industry.  

 

During the discussions regarding sustainability awareness, some words and concepts were 

frequently mentioned in all three groups: conscious choices, security for the future, long-term 
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perspective, responsibility, current and next generation. All participants discussed that to secure 

a safer planet for themselves and future generations, humans must act on environmental issues 

now. For instance, Adrian said the following:  

 

We need to become more sustainable since we must take care of our planet and our 
society in order to create a security that enables us and future generations to live 
safely on this earth. I mean, without a sustainable planet, we don’t have any 
security. (Adrian, Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

Most participants agreed that sustainability and environmental issues are current topics that 

have become more important in society. As a result, the participants felt that people and 

organizations have become increasingly involved in questions regarding these topics. This 

belief is in line with Neumann et al.’s (2021) finding that sustainability is currently very 

relevant.  

 

As previously stated, much research has found that younger consumers are more aware of 

sustainable issues (e.g., Joshi & Rahman, 2017; Naderi & Van Steenburg, 2018; Neumann et 

al., 2021). Since younger consumers were the targeted group for this thesis, we felt that it was 

necessary for the outcome to explore what “sustainably aware” means for the participants. As 

an example, Alice explained it like “being aware of what I am doing, why and what the 

consequences are, both in short- and long term. Also, how it affects not only myself, but in 

general, and what it is that I promote and support”. The findings indicated that all participants 

had similar conceptions of what being sustainably aware signifies. For instance, Betty explained 

“sustainably aware” as “to make conscious choices from several perspectives, and to think 

about sustainability is also to show some kind of consideration”. The discussions connected to 

these quotations indicated that most participants perceived themselves as relatively sustainably 

aware. 

 

However, most participants acknowledged that it is easy to forget about the sustainability 

perspective and to commit to a more sustainable living. In addition, many participants felt that 

sustainability is a complex topic with many dimensions. Therefore, they felt that it is both easy 

to be tempted to act unsustainable and difficult to incorporate sustainability in every decision. 

For instance, Bea explained it accordingly:  
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When I think about how I should shop, I have a vision that I should shop sustainably 
and that I should have a sustainable wardrobe. However, it is too easy to fall for the 
temptation to order clothes online because they are trendy, fashionable and cheap. 
(Bea, Group 2, 2021.05.06) 

 

Charlie had similar reasoning and said that “it is more difficult to be aware than to live on as 

usual, so to prioritize certain things that are not very good is a thing that at least I have to be 

better at”. This indicates that consumers believe that it is difficult to act according to their 

perception of what sustainably aware means for them, which is common according to research 

(e.g., McNeill & Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 2021). As Neumann et al. (2021) found, even 

if consumers are becoming more sustainably aware, it is not often translated into actions. 

Likewise, McNeill and Moore (2015) established that sustainably aware consumers are often 

reluctant to change their own purchasing and consumption behavior.  

 

The findings showed that there were different opinions regarding whether sustainability is an 

individual or a corporate responsibility. The participants in group three felt that it is a corporate 

responsibility and that companies should become better at reminding consumers to act more 

sustainably. For instance, Christian stated that “it is more likely that I am less sustainably aware 

when stressed or busy”. Therefore, he wants to be reminded in stores in order to make more 

conscious choices. Caroline agreed with Christian and answered that “it is easy to forget about 

sustainability and purchase a lot of clothes, but if you are reminded [of it] in stores you would 

probably think more sustainably”. Consequently, the interpretation is that group three conveyed 

that they want to transfer the responsibility to the corporations, so that they feel better regarding 

their unsustainable purchases. On the contrary, Betty said that “sustainability is something that 

we are all responsible for together”. Likewise, Alice said “I don’t think about sustainability 

every time that I shop, but after all, it is the consumers who drive the market, so we have no 

one else to blame but ourselves”. The participants in both group one and two agreed with Alice, 

respectively Betty. Hence, it seemed as if the participants in group one and two felt that it is 

mostly an individual responsibility and that people need to become better at reminding each 

other.  

 

Another finding that was evident during the discussions regarding sustainability awareness was 

that many did not associate sustainability with their clothing purchases. When the participants 

were specifically asked to discuss what actions or activities they associate with the word 

“sustainability”, none associated it with fashion consumption. Instead, there were other actions 
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or activities that were prominent during the focus groups. For instance, when Astrid discussed 

what she associated sustainability with, she said “I would say, reduce one’s meat consumption 

and eat more locally, whether you eat meat or are vegetarian, or avoid dairy products for 

environmental reasons”. Most participants in all groups related sustainability to one’s food 

consumption. 

 

4.1.2. Fast Fashion 
It was substantial for the outcome of this thesis to explore the participants' previous experiences 

and attitudes toward fast fashion, since people’s previous experiences and attitudes can affect 

how they intend to behave (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). 

Hence, consumers’ previous experiences and attitudes toward fast fashion can affect their 

experience of the use of green marketing within the fast fashion industry.  

 

Following words and concepts were frequently discussed in all focus groups: problematic, 

unsustainable, wear-and-tear, short-term, mass consumption, fast production, stress, shallow, 

egocentric and irresponsible. These words are quite negatively loaded and most of the 

participants expressed that the fast fashion industry is problematic. Astrid said it accordingly: 

 

I wrote [in MentiMeter] mass consumption, stress and fast production. I feel that 
everything is connected. There are frequently new trends that add to mass 
production and over consumption, which contribute to the stress that there are 
constantly new products and trends to follow. (Astrid, Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

Christina expressed it in a similar way, where she said that she associates fast fashion with 

companies that want to produce as much as possible as inexpensively as possible. This reflects 

what researchers such as McNeill and Moore (2015) and Neumann et al. (2021) have expressed 

about the industry. They stated that the fashion cycles within the fast fashion industry is 

problematic since it is incredibly fast paced. Furthermore, McNeill and Moore (2015) and 

Neumann et al. (2021) found that the rapid pace is due to the industry’s constant encouragement 

of consumers to follow new trends and to consume.   

 

Another problem that many participants discussed was the wear-and-tear phenomenon within 

the fast fashion industry. According to McNeill and Moore (2015) and Neumann et al. (2021), 

this phenomenon is due to the rapid turnovers, new trends and decreased fashion life cycles 

within the industry. Consequently, this has, to a great extent, negative effects on both the 
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environment and the climate (Scherman, 2019). Betty mentioned that she experiences that the 

clothes are produced to be worn a couple of times and said that “they [fast fashion products] do 

not have a long product lifetime since it is a fact that the garments generally have poor quality”. 

Most participants admitted that they have bought fast fashion with the aim to solely use the 

garments a couple of times. Thereafter, when other clothes are trendy, they will purchase new 

clothes in line with the new trend. As an example, Billy said “I think that you purchase fast 

fashion because it is trendy for one or two months, then you change your wardrobe again”. 

Since the fast fashion industry is characterized by rapid turnovers and constant shifting trends, 

the industry is able to meet the incessant fluctuation in new demands (McNeill & Moore, 2015; 

Neumann et al., 2021). However, Camilla was the only one who directly expressed that fast 

fashion feels outdated, and not that trendy. She said:  

 

Have we not come any further? It feels as if we have come far in many places in 
society, but the fashion industry is still spinning with fast fashion and stuff. [...] It 
feels outdated, untidy and maybe even a little bit ugly. (Camilla, Group 3, 
2021.05.08) 

  

As previously stated, Scherman (2019) explained that many fast fashion companies use 

inexpensive foreign labor to reduce the prices, which most of the participants also discussed. 

As an example, Alice expressed it as follows: “they [fast fashion products] are made in the most 

inexpensive and fastest way, which is not humane”. Many participants raised similar opinions 

as Alice regarding their perceptions of the negative factors associated with the fast fashion 

industry. There was a focus on the workers’ conditions, since they believe that it is one of the 

main reasons behind the cheap prices. Christina said that in Sweden, workers are protected by 

laws and institutions, but it is rarely the same regulations abroad in the countries where fast 

fashion companies locate their production chains. However, even if they were aware of the poor 

working conditions and the environmental issues connected to the fast fashion industry, many 

participants still find the industry tempting. Once again, this questions if consumers, who 

perceive themselves as and are supposed to be sustainably aware, act accordingly. This is in 

line with McNeill and Moore’s (2015) and Neumann et al.’s (2021) statements.  

 

Thus, even if most of the participants were aware of the problems regarding the fast fashion 

industry, they still find it tempting. A discussion that was brought up by all focus groups was 

that fast fashion is fun. As an example, Bea thought that “it’s fun with fashion and trends, and 

it’s fun to be able to buy things when it doesn’t cost that much”. In addition, Betty agreed with 
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Bea and answered that it is an easy way to follow the shifting trends and sometimes she 

purchases a piece to only wear it once. The same discussion was conducted in all focus groups. 

As a result, it strengthens the argument regarding the wear-and-tear phenomenon. Furthermore, 

another factor that Christian mentioned was that it is easy to reward yourself with fast fashion 

products after a tough week to get a sense of satisfaction. Caroline continued Christian’s 

discussion by explaining that it makes her happy to receive a package that she ordered online, 

since it feels like a gift. Hence, the interpretation is that the participants prioritize their own 

satisfaction and amusement above the sustainability perspective. The interpretation corresponds 

with Neumann et al.’s (2021) statement that consumers are often reluctant to give up the 

symbolic value connected to fast fashion to become more sustainable. 

 

4.1.3. Green Marketing 
The attitudes toward green marketing are essential in order to understand how green marketing 

influences consumers. Many participants agreed that green marketing can enhance the positive 

trend regarding the importance of sustainability. For instance, Ben discussed that fast fashion 

companies can create trends on a larger scale with a greater impact. He continued by explaining 

that “it [green marketing] can favor sustainability initiatives indirectly if it is becoming a trend 

since other companies will most likely follow”. This is in line with Dangelico and Vocalelli’s 

(2017) argument that in order to create and develop a sustainable market, marketing activities 

are essential. If sustainable activities are unable to spread in the market, they would be useless 

(Dangelico & Vocalelli, 2017). Furthermore, Anton discussed that since the fast fashion 

industry is market driven, and consumers are becoming more sustainably aware, companies are 

competing about who is the most environmentally friendly. He said that “companies compete 

about who is the greenest, most environmentally friendly, and it feels as if more and more 

companies do it”. Many participants agreed that even if companies are becoming more 

sustainable due to a shift in consumer demand, and not to create a sustainable trend, it is still a 

positive market trend.  

 

There were other reasons why many participants believed that the current trend regarding 

sustainability and green marketing is positive. For instance, Bea explained that some companies 

might focus on sustainable materials, while others focus on locally produced goods. She meant 

that every company might not focus on every sustainability aspect, but as long as more 

companies start to work with sustainability in some way, it is a positive change. Most 
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participants had the same impression that even if companies work with sustainability in 

different manners, it might contribute to more sustainable production chains in the end. 

 

Besides many participants’ belief that green marketing can work as a tool to spread 

sustainability awareness, it seemed as if many also felt that it can be a competitive advantage. 

Since consumers demand more sustainable products and push for more sustainable production 

chains, they believe companies can use it to their advantage. As an example, Christian stated 

that it is a “win-win” for both companies and consumers if both parties are beginning to make 

more conscious choices. For instance, to show one of the advantages with green marketing, he 

explained that companies can win acquisitions based on their sustainability efforts. Therefore, 

sustainability efforts can be seen as a competitive advantage. According to Jones et al. (2008) 

and Abadi et al. (2019), this can also strengthen a company’s image and reputation, which 

marketers have realized. Hence, companies are keen to communicate their sustainability efforts 

to the consumers (Neumann et al., 2021). Reconnecting it to the positive market trend, Jones et 

al. (2008) stated that marketing and sustainability have a lot to offer each other. 

 

On the other hand, most of the participants expressed negative attitudes when discussing green 

marketing in relation to the fast fashion industry. Most of the participants believed that fast 

fashion contradicts sustainability. Hence, many felt that when fast fashion companies use green 

marketing it is perceived as untruthful, just as Neumann et al. (2021) stated. According to, for 

instance, Ajzen (1991), a negative emotion can stem from previous experiences. As previously 

mentioned, even if it is debatable if consumers are acting more sustainably, it is clear that they 

are aware of the sustainable issues connected to the fast fashion industry. Also, even if none of 

the participants initially associated “sustainably aware” with their fashion choices, it became 

evident during the discussions that everyone found the fast fashion industry problematic. 

Therefore, the negative emotions and attitudes toward the use of green marketing within the 

fast fashion industry probably stem from their experiences of the industry.  

 

In accordance with Lim (2015) and McNeill and Moore (2015), Alice also expressed that green 

marketing feels like a sales ploy to increase sales. She said “it feels like it’s a good sales ploy 

to make people feel good about consuming even more. It attracts people to purchase, and I think 

it is a bit manipulative”. A negative emotion can also stem from knowing what consequences 

and outcomes a behavior can lead to (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Prendergast & 

Tsang, 2019). Therefore, Alice's negative emotion most likely stems from her awareness of the 
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negative consequences of increased consumption. As a result, she has a negative attitude toward 

green marketing and its outcome. This skepticism was widely discussed during focus group 

one, with a unified opinion regarding the negative factors of green marketing. For instance, 

Astrid said:  

 

I am skeptical and doubtful toward it [green marketing] since it often consists of 
these concepts [green or sustainable], which does not tell me very much since I 
don’t get any proof or any information of how sustainable they actually are. It just 
sounds good, but I mean, I don’t really know how good they actually are. (Astrid, 
Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

She implied that there is a lack of evidence to prove how green the companies really are. Similar 

discussions regarding skepticism were conducted in the other two focus groups as well, but not 

as heavily. This further strengthens the overall attitude of skepticism. It is not unusual that fast 

fashion companies are questioned and perceived as untruthful when promoting themselves with 

their sustainable efforts due to their unsustainable nature (Neumann et al., 2021). Therefore, it 

seemed as if the skepticism was based on the belief that fast fashion is a contradiction to 

sustainability. Hence, the participants were skeptical toward the green marketing within the 

industry.  

 

Some participants even asserted that green marketing sometimes is connected to greenwashing. 

However, there were different opinions as to why it was greenwashing. For instance, some 

participants felt that companies use green marketing to increase their reputation, without 

incorporating it in their organizations. As an example, Betty discussed that the business model 

of companies within the fast fashion industry is per definition unsustainable. She said: 

 

It is de facto still a marketing strategy that creates a desire to buy, and the desire to 
buy is in itself a problem for a sustainable future. [...] Then, for me, it is not green 
marketing, but rather greenwashing. (Betty, Group 2, 2021.05.06) 

 

Other participants thought that many companies solely use green marketing since it is currently 

trendy and thus, to satisfy the new consumer demand. Despite the difference in opinions 

regarding why green marketing is associated with greenwashing, it seemed to stem from 

previous experience regarding the fast fashion industry’s unsustainable nature. 
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4.1.3.1. Green Marketing Campaigns 

The participants were told to watch three green marketing campaigns conducted by fast fashion 

companies before the focus group. We believed that this enabled a more comprehensive 

understanding of consumers’ attitudes and emotions toward green marketing. The participants 

were asked, early in the sessions, to discuss their emotions toward and impressions of the three 

campaigns. We asked them to reflect about the campaigns early in the session to prevent the 

possibility that their attitudes would change during the discussions. We believe that this gave 

us access to more unaffected and spontaneous thoughts. The campaigns were the following: 

H&M Conscious Exclusive Collection (H&M, 2020b), H&M x Lee (H&M, 2021b) and Gina 

Lab (Gina Tricot, 2021a) (See Figure 3 to 5).  

 

As previously stated, many participants felt skeptical toward green marketing used by fast 

fashion companies in general. Similar thoughts and feelings were expressed when discussing 

the campaigns. For instance, some participants discussed in a similar way as before that they 

feel that some companies use green marketing since it is currently trendy. As an example, 

Christian said that he wanted to believe the campaigns but at the same time, it feels like a 

marketing ploy. Other participants stated that the campaigns were too intangible and that there 

was a lack of information of what the companies were doing. This was also expressed when the 

participants were discussing green marketing in general. It seemed as if most participants in 

group one and two felt that the campaigns left them with more questions than answers. After 

watching the campaigns, they still had questions regarding what the companies do in terms of 

sustainability. Astrid said the following when discussing the campaigns:  

 

They ask all these heavy questions like, where are the clothes from? Who are 
producing them? But you still don’t get any answers. Once again, it feels as if it just 
sounds good, but companies can get away with not answering their own questions 
with showing that they have at least thought about it. (Astrid, Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

By having the participants discuss the campaigns, we found a clear distinction compared to 

when the participants talked about green marketing in general. The difference was that there 

were some participants that more explicitly said that they got inspired and felt a desire to 

purchase the products. It was particularly one campaign that at least some from every group felt 

was inspiring: the H&M Conscious Exclusive Collection campaign (H&M, 2020b). This 

campaign created a desire to partake in more sustainable shopping and to purchase the clothes. 

It was especially clear that it affected the females in group three. Firstly, Christina stated that 
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the H&M Conscious Exclusive Collection campaign (H&M, 2020b) “was very inspiring”, to 

which Caroline responded and said that “I actually get the urge to purchase the clothes”. Camilla 

agreed with both Christina and Caroline and answered “I agree. The first campaign [H&M 

Conscious Exclusive Collection] was great. It made me want to purchase the products”. 

 

4.2. Subjective Norms  
The purpose of this section is to discuss and identify which reference groups that influence how 

consumers relate to green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Examples of reference 

groups that influence individuals are the society, social norms, organizations and various people 

in their lives. These referents influence individuals in different ways and can be characterized 

as either supporters or non-supporters (Ajzen, 1991; Figueiredo et al., 2014). 

 

4.2.1. Supporters  
Supporters are referents that support the use of green marketing within the fast fashion industry 

and influence individuals’ experience of the phenomenon. There was no one who explicitly 

said that people in their lives supported green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

Instead, most participants acknowledged that there is a current trend regarding sustainability 

awareness. According to most participants, questions regarding sustainability are currently 

raised in various contexts and people have become more aware of both social and 

environmental issues. This was also something that Mortimer et al. (2020) and Neumann et al. 

(2021) found. The participants expressed this as a driving force as to why sustainability and 

“green questions” are currently trendy, and thereby green marketing. Furthermore, they 

expressed that it is evident that fast fashion companies have engaged in this trend and therefore, 

are further actuating the trend. Due to the social norms to follow trends, some participants 

expressed that they feel influenced to support green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

Therefore, the social norms to follow trends are interpreted as a supporter of the use of green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry.  

 

Some participants even confessed that they solely settle with the information communicated 

through green marketing since they want to be perceived as more sustainably aware. This can 

be related to the social norm that it is important to think sustainably, and therefore the 

participants want to be perceived as sustainably aware. For instance, Betty said that: 
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You get the illusion that they [fast fashion companies] are at least doing something. 
I mean I see a campaign briefly where some companies have made a collection with 
recycled cotton, so they are at least doing something. You live under the illusion, 
like, you make it okay for yourself. (Betty, Group 2, 2021.05.06) 

 

It seemed as if there were two reasons behind this discussion. First, due to social norms, it is 

more important to be perceived as sustainably aware by others, than actually being sustainably 

aware. Second, even though the participants claimed to know that fast fashion is not particularly 

sustainable, they seem to use green marketing as an excuse to defend their purchases. 

Consequently, the interpretation is that when they purchase fast fashion advertised as 

sustainable, they feel that they are perceived as sustainably aware. This discussion relates to 

Neumann et al.’s (2021) finding that fashion allows consumers to express their aspirational and 

ideal self. As previously mentioned, social pressure due to social norms can be an important 

reference group (Ajzen, 1991; Li et al., 2018; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Therefore, the social 

norm to be sustainably aware is interpreted as a supporter. 

 

4.2.2. Non-Supporters 
Non-supporters are referents that oppose the use of green marketing within the fast fashion 

industry and influence individuals’ experience of the phenomenon. Precisely as with supporters, 

no participant explicitly said that people in their lives opposed green marketing within the fast 

fashion industry. Instead, the greatest non-supporter was explored to be social media and 

influencers. As previously mentioned, the fast fashion industry encourages consumers to follow 

shifting trends and increase their consumption (McNeill & Moore, 2015; Neumann et al., 2021). 

The participants discussed that they experience social media and influencers to be the greatest 

driving force to purchase fast fashion products and follow trends. They expressed that it is 

highly unlikely that someone they follow on social media, for instance an influencer, promotes 

fast fashion companies' sustainable collections. For instance, Anna admitted that: 

 

I believe that social media and influencers influence us more than we are aware of 
with their daily discount codes and constantly promoting the latest trends. [...] Even 
if you believe you are consuming sustainably, I think it’s somehow difficult to 
maintain it since you are affected by social media all the time. (Anna, Group 1, 
2021.05.05) 

 

Many participants believed that they got influenced by social media and influencers to a greater 

extent than they wanted to admit. Thus, they also believed that if influencers would have 
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advertised more sustainable clothes, it would have influenced them in a more sustainable 

direction as well.  

 

Just as the social norm to appear sustainably aware can be a supporter for some consumers in 

the experience of green marketing within the fast fashion industry, it can also be a non-supporter 

for others. As the TBP model suggests, the important reference group can vary depending on 

the situation and is different from individual to individual (Ajzen, 1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 

2019). Due to the increased awareness and interest in society regarding social and 

environmental issues, some participants expressed that they have been influenced to be more 

critical toward green marketing. For instance, they discussed that they believe that the fast 

fashion industry is the cause of substantial waste and pollutants, just as Neumann et al. (2021) 

and Zhang et al., (2021) stated. Alice was one of the participants who believed she had become 

more critical. She stated that “even if they [fast fashion companies] use recycled materials, they 

still have to treat the material with chemicals, or whatever, so it [the garments] looks nice and 

smells good”. During the discussions, it seemed as if the participants were anxious about being 

perceived as uneducated or irresponsible by supporting the industry. They were anxious that it 

might turn out to go against the values of one’s important reference group.  

 

Like stated before, no participant explicitly said that people in their lives opposed green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry. Therefore, it cannot be established that neither 

friends nor family is a non-supporter to the experience of green marketing within the fast 

fashion industry. However, as most participants admitted that friends and family were the 

greatest influential referents, their opposition would probably influence the participant. For 

instance, Anton said that if his friends would stop purchasing products from one fast fashion 

store, he would most likely stop too. Similarly, he stated that “if everyone [of his friends] would 

only purchase second hand, I would too”. Many participants discussed the same phenomenon 

in different settings and had a united understanding that friends and family were a great force 

of influence. Consequently, it can be interpreted that if friends and family opposed green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry, it would probably influence the consumers to a great 

extent. Similarly, if friends and family supported the phenomenon, it would influence the 

consumers’ experience too. 
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4.3. Perceived Behavioral Control 
This section aims to discuss and identify the external factors that influence consumers’ 

experience in relation to green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Perceived behavioral 

control is divided into facilitators and barriers, which determine individuals’ intention to engage 

in or refrain from a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). If individuals have 

limited information or knowledge about a behavior, the perceived behavioral control might 

decrease in accuracy (Ajzen, 1991). However, the target group for this thesis was, as previously 

mentioned, assumed to be more educated and aware. Hence, we assumed that there were no 

reasons for questioning the accuracy. 

 

4.3.1. Facilitators 
External facilitators are factors that facilitate the performance of a behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Li et 

al., 2018; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). There were various factors that the participants 

expressed as facilitators to their experience of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

One of the main facilitators was the lack of a clear definition of concepts such as sustainability, 

green or sustainable fashion that are used in green marketing within the fast fashion industry. 

Many participants felt that since there are no clear guidelines of what the concepts surrounding 

green marketing imply, they sometimes simply accept the information they receive without 

checking its validity. For instance, Astrid admitted that “I am also content with it [the unclear 

concepts], unfortunately. All these words that they throw around, it sounds good and maybe I 

don’t critically evaluate the information”. She acknowledged that the abstract meanings of the 

concepts might influence her to purchase more garments from fast fashion stores with the 

conception that she is purchasing sustainably. The participants expressed that they chose to 

believe in green marketing since it eliminates the process of searching for information. 

Therefore, the lack of knowledge is interpreted as a facilitator in this case. The interpretation 

from the discussion is that the marketing is convenient, because participants expressed that they 

do not feel the need to validate the information from the campaigns.  

 

Furthermore, many participants felt that it is too time consuming to search for information 

regarding fast fashion companies’ attempts to become more sustainable. Therefore, many do 

not actively search for the information. Hence, some participants expressed that they make a 

conscious choice to believe in the information received from green marketing since the 

alternative, to search for information, is too time consuming. Therefore, this is interpreted as a 
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facilitator since they settle with the idea that green marketing makes the company seem more 

sustainable. As an example, to choose the most sustainable company to purchase from, Anna 

said: 

 

It feels as if I need to do an unreasonable background check just to purchase a t-
shirt and if you do the research you have to compare a lot of various companies to 
each other. In the end, I think I would have been more insecure about my choice 
than before. That is a decision I simply doesn’t make to just purchase clothes. 
(Anna, Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

There was similar reasoning regarding this in all groups, but it was most clearly discussed in 

group one. It seemed as if the participants with this reasoning felt that fast fashion products are 

not valued high enough to put immense effort into the process of purchasing. This relates to 

Mortimer et al.’s (2020) statement regarding the low value associated with fashion purchases. 

According to Mortimer et al. (2020), fashion purchases often require minor psychological and 

financial investments. Therefore, the interpretation is that the participants felt that it is 

unreasonable to search for information considering the time it will take in relation to the small 

purchase.  

 

Ajzen (1991) explained that when individuals have limited information or knowledge, 

perceived behavioral control might lack accuracy. We assumed that this would not be the case 

since research has found that younger consumers are more sustainably aware (e.g., Joshi & 

Rahman, 2017). However, the discussions that it is too time consuming and too inconvenient 

to search for information contradicts this reasoning to some extent. Since these participants 

expressed that it is not preferable to put time and effort into their consumption behavior, they 

might be perceived as less sustainably aware.  

 

Another facilitator that was discussed by many participants was the daily reminder by fast 

fashion companies and their green marketing campaigns. Many participants admitted that they 

are aware that more sustainable fashion brands probably exist. However, the repeated exposure 

of fast fashion companies’ green marketing campaigns results in that other companies end up 

in the shadows. Since consumers are reminded daily of these companies, Billy believed that the 

advertisements stick to consumers’ subconscious. He said that “there are often big campaigns 

of fast fashion and somewhere it sticks to one’s mind”. Group two discussed that due to the 

daily and great exposure of green marketing from the fast fashion industry, many believed that 
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they unconsciously associate sustainable collections with this industry. Likewise, Anton 

believed that one may not be more benevolent toward a company after seeing a green marketing 

campaign for the first time. However, he stated that after seeing the same campaign several 

times, one may start to believe in it. Therefore, the constant reminder from and exposure of the 

fast fashion companies’ green marketing is a facilitator. 

 

4.3.1. Barriers 
External barriers are factors that impede the performance of a behavior (e.g., Ajzen, 1991; Li 

et al., 2018; Prendergast & Tsang, 2019). Throughout all focus groups, the participants 

expressed criticism toward the use of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. For 

instance, it was discussed that green marketing was just a facade, false and something that fast 

fashion companies use to increase their reputation. As Neumann et al. (2021) found, consumers 

are frequently questioning fast fashion companies’ sustainable efforts and perceive them as 

untruthful.  

 

Most participants expressed that they are aware of the unsustainable nature of the industry, 

which is why the use of green marketing is perceived hypocritical. For instance, Astrid said that 

“it is very contradictory. I cannot see how it can be fast fashion and sustainable at the same 

time”. Moreover, others also believed that green marketing conducted by fast fashion 

companies is hypocritical. For instance, Anton stated the following:  

 

I feel that it is quite hypocritical for companies to try to promote themselves as 
sustainable when all they do is sell a lot of stuff that people can only or will only 
use for a short period of time. (Anton, Group 1, 2021.05.05) 

 

The participants meant that fast fashion companies solely want to increase turnovers and 

consumption, and thereby profits. This, combined with the great amount of resources that is 

used in production together with the low wages and transport chains, is simply unsustainable. 

In addition, the amount of resources combined with the low prices for the garments is for them 

an impossible equation to solve. The discussions showed that the participants were aware of 

various factors regarding the fast fashion industry in relation to sustainability. This corresponds 

with previous research regarding the increased sustainable awareness, both socially and 

environmentally, among consumers (e.g., Mortimer et al., 2020). Furthermore, the 

interpretation is that the participants felt that it was bold and hypocritical of fast fashion 
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companies to brand themselves as sustainable. It seemed to stem from the participants’ 

acknowledgement that fast fashion companies’ business models generate profits through 

unsustainable processes. These experiences resulted in participants expressing hesitation and 

resistance toward green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Therefore, it is interpreted 

as a barrier.  

 

Further criticism was aimed at fast fashion companies’ unwillingness to present what their 

sustainability initiatives results in. As stated before, the lack of information can be useful for 

fast fashion companies as a facilitator. However, it is also a barrier for some participants since 

the uncertainty surrounding green marketing within the fast fashion industry causes skepticism. 

Due to the skepticism, some participants acknowledged that they were hesitant toward green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry. As previously stated, many participants expressed a 

concern toward what fast fashion companies, who use green marketing, actually do in relation 

to sustainability. For instance, Betty expressed it accordingly:  

 

I believe that the companies would benefit from being more concrete. Then you ask 
yourself, okay, why are they not more concrete? Are they not able to? Do they not 
perform well enough to show anything concrete? I mean, what is the reason behind 
it? (Betty, Group 2, 2021.05.06) 

 

Most of the participants felt that companies that use green marketing do not have to answer for 

their statements, which makes their sustainability efforts vague and intangible. A common 

feeling within the groups was that green marketing campaigns would influence the participants 

substantially more if they contained more information. 

 

The second and third group discussed the scandals regarding various fast fashion chains that 

have surfaced during the years. The participants raised the scandals as a barrier to believe in 

green marketing campaigns within the fast fashion industry. For instance, Christina mentioned 

that H&M’s previous scandals and accusations have resulted in decreased trustworthiness 

toward the company. Charlie elaborated Christina’s discussion and said that he does not believe 

fast fashion companies’ attempts of green marketing at all since many of the workers in the 

industry lack dignified labor conditions. He explained that some have even been accused of 

child labor which caused him to lose all confidence for the industry to ever be socially and 

environmentally responsible. Therefore, it seems as if companies’ previous events and scandals 

affect consumers’ experience of fast fashion companies’ use of green marketing. Many 
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participants expressed a need for evidence of improvements within the fast fashion industry 

before they can trust the messages received from green marketing campaigns. 
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5. Conclusions 
The last chapter presents the summary and conclusion of this thesis. Due to the extensiveness 

of this thesis, a summary is included to provide an overview. Moreover, the aim of the 

conclusion is to answer the research question and to fulfill the purpose of this thesis. 

Specifically, to explore how consumers experience green marketing within the fast fashion 

industry. This chapter also addresses this thesis’ contribution to the research area of green 

marketing within fast fashion. Finally, the chapter ends with a critical reflection regarding this 

study and suggestions for future research.   

 

5.1. Thesis Summary 
Sustainability is more relevant than ever, and consumers are increasingly aware of 

environmental issues. Especially younger consumers are supposedly more sustainably aware 

and are starting to put pressure on companies to act more sustainable. However, research is 

ambiguous as to whether consumers really translate their thoughts into actions and commit to 

a greener lifestyle. Despite the ambiguity, companies are trying to effectively communicate 

their sustainability efforts to meet the new demand. As a result, many fast fashion companies 

have extended their brands with more sustainable collections and advertise these through green 

marketing. Yet, there is a constant debate regarding the unsustainable nature of the fast fashion 

industry, and their green marketing efforts are often questioned and perceived as untruthful.   

 

The purpose of this study was to explore how consumers experience green marketing within 

the fast fashion industry. To understand the phenomenon and gain in-depth knowledge in the 

research field, a qualitative approach was used. Furthermore, three focus groups, with a total of 

17 participants, were conducted to collect the empirical data. The purpose of the focus groups 

was to explore the participants’ attitudes, perceptions, feelings and ideas regarding the use of 

green marketing within the fast fashion industry. To analyze the collected empirical data, a 

conceptual framework was used that derived from the Theory of Planned Behavior. Important 

key components from the conceptual framework are attitudes toward the behavior, subjective 

norms and perceived behavioral control. The empirical data was categorized into attitudes, 

emotions and previous experiences that influence consumers’ experience of green marketing 

within the fast fashion industry. Furthermore, the data was categorized into supporters and non-

supporters of the experience, as well as facilitators and barriers to the experience.  
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We concluded that green marketing within the fast fashion industry is a complex phenomenon. 

All three antecedents influence consumers’ experience of green marketing within the fast 

fashion industry. Some consumers believe that it is a positive market trend that contributes to a 

more sustainable industry, while some believe it is simply false, a facade and a sales ploy. It is 

primarily social norms and trends that support consumers’ experiences of green marketing 

within the fast fashion industry. Due to the social norm and trend to be “sustainably aware”, 

consumers feel influenced to support fast fashion companies’ green marketing. However, the 

social norm can also work as a non-supporter. The increased awareness in society regarding 

sustainability and environmental issues has influenced consumers to critically evaluate green 

marketing to ensure its validity. Thereby, some consumers have become more skeptical toward 

it. Also, consumers admit that influencers and social media influence them to a great extent, 

but not regarding green marketing. It is highly unlikely that influencers and social media 

influence consumers to wear sustainable fast fashion. Furthermore, sometimes consumers 

choose to believe the information received from green marketing campaigns since it eliminates 

the process of searching for information. Also, they sometimes make a conscious choice to 

believe in the information, since it is too time consuming to check the validity. Therefore, lack 

of information is in this case a facilitator. Consumers associate sustainability with fast fashion 

companies due to the daily and great exposure of the green marketing campaigns conducted by 

fast fashion companies. Thereby, it is also a facilitator. Finally, consumers find green marketing 

campaigns to be too intangible and lack evidence to support the claims. They also believe that 

fast fashion companies’ green marketing contradicts sustainability. Moreover, consumers 

associate fast fashion with the previous scandals within the industry. Therefore, fast fashion 

companies’ green marketing is often perceived as hypocritical, false and a facade. 

 

5.2. Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis was to explore how younger, and more sustainably aware, consumers 

experience green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Firstly, we concluded that attitudes 

toward the behavior have a great influence on consumers’ experiences of fast fashion 

companies’ green marketing. Some consumers imply that green marketing within the fast 

fashion industry is a positive trend. Due to the large scale of the industry, it can create trends 

with a wide range and great impact. Thus, the industry can influence others to become more 

sustainably aware. In addition, due to the industry’s market driven nature, consumers believe 
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that it can force companies to compete with the aim to be the most sustainable. Thus, the trend 

can influence both companies and consumers to make more sustainable choices.  

 

On the other hand, many consumers experience green marketing, conducted by fast fashion 

companies, to be false, a facade and a sales ploy. They believe that it is contradictory due to the 

unsustainable nature of the industry. Moreover, consumers are skeptical of green marketing 

since it involves increased consumption. Green marketing encourages consumers to purchase 

more with the belief that the products are sustainable. Therefore, they perceive green marketing 

to be a strategic way to increase sales. The differences in opinions were confirmed during the 

discussions regarding the green marketing campaigns made by H&M, H&M x Lee and Gina 

Tricot (See Figure 3 to 5).   

 

Secondly, we concluded that subjective norms also influence consumers’ experience of green 

marketing within the fast fashion industry. It is primarily social norms and trends that support 

consumers’ experiences. Consumers experience that it is currently a social norm to think 

sustainably and therefore, consumers want to be perceived as sustainably aware. Consequently, 

consumers sometimes settle with the information communicated through green marketing since 

it enables them to express their aspirational and ideal self. In addition, green marketing allows 

consumers to defend their purchases, even though the industry is arguably unsustainable by 

nature. There is also a current trend of sustainable fashion, and due to the social norms to follow 

trends, consumers feel influenced to support green marketing within the fast fashion industry.  

 

Just as the social norm to appear sustainably aware can be a supporter, it is also a non-supporter 

for some. The increased awareness in society regarding sustainability and environmental issues 

has influenced consumers to critically evaluate green marketing to ensure its validity. 

Furthermore, we discovered that the greatest non-supporters are social media and influencers. 

Consumers admit that influencers and social media influence them a lot. However, it is highly 

unlikely that influencers and social media influence consumers to wear sustainable fast fashion. 

Instead, influencers and social media influence consumers to support shifting trends and fast 

fashion that is not categorized as sustainable. Therefore, influencers and social media are non-

supporters to the use of green marketing within the fast fashion industry.  

 

Thirdly, we concluded that perceived behavioral control both facilitates and impedes 

consumers’ experiences of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. The lack of clear 
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definitions of concepts used in green marketing is a facilitator. Consumers sometimes choose 

to believe the information received from green marketing campaigns since it conveniently 

eliminates the process of searching for information. In addition, some consumers make a 

conscious choice to believe in the information received from green marketing campaigns, since 

it is too time consuming to search for additional information. Considering the small perceived 

value of fast fashion products, consumers feel that it is unreasonable to search for information 

and evaluate alternatives. A final facilitator was the daily reminder and great exposure of fast 

fashion companies’ green marketing campaigns. Since consumers are constantly exposed to 

green marketing from various fast fashion companies, they subconsciously associate 

sustainable collections to this industry.  

 

However, many consumers find green marketing campaigns to be too intangible and lack 

evidence to support the claims. Conversely, consumers want physical proof of improvements 

and clear statements of what sustainability means for the companies that use green marketing. 

Another barrier is that consumers believe green marketing and sustainability efforts within the 

fast fashion industry to be contradictory. Consumers are aware of the fast turnovers of clothes 

and trends within the fast fashion industry and that these companies’ objective is to increase 

profits. Therefore, the green marketing campaigns contradict consumers’ experience of the fast 

fashion industry. Many consumers also associate fast fashion with the many scandals that have 

flared up in the industry. As a result, green marketing conducted by these companies is often 

perceived as hypocritical, false and a facade.  

 

Lastly, the findings in this thesis show, to some extent, that younger consumers might not be as 

sustainably aware as previous research has stated. It is also found that green marketing within 

the fast fashion industry is a complex topic with many dimensions. Since consumers have both 

positive and negative experiences of green marketing within the fast fashion industry, it is 

difficult for them to navigate their relation to the phenomenon. 

 

5.3. Contribution 
To the best of our knowledge, we have not discovered research that uses the TPB model to 

study consumers’ experience of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. Therefore, we 

have provided a more in-depth knowledge about the topic in question. In addition, to the best 

of our knowledge, most research in relation to fast fashion is conducted with only females. 
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Therefore, we have provided more nuanced insights within the field since males are included 

as well. It is clear that green marketing within the fast fashion industry is a divided question 

among consumers and that it is a complex phenomenon. Moreover, it is a tough subject to 

navigate and understand since it raises a lot of both negative and positive emotions as well as 

opinions. The many negative attitudes found in this thesis imply that there is a need for change 

within the industry. Therefore, this thesis contributes with useful knowledge since it provides 

insights of consumers’ experience of green marketing within the fast fashion industry. The fast 

fashion industry can use these insights to conduct a more trustworthy and genuine green 

marketing.  

 

5.4. Critical Review  
Due to this thesis’ qualitative research approach combined with limited resources, the findings 

can be difficult to generalize. Despite the valuable insights received through the focus groups 

regarding fast fashion advertised through green marketing, the applicability is restricted. This 

study was conducted in small scale with relatively few participants. Moreover, the participants 

were acquired through a convenience sample influenced by purposive sampling. Due to the 

convenience sample, all participants were familiar with at least one of the authors. As a result, 

the participants’ demographic was limited, and the applicability restricted.  

 

Lastly, it was desirable to conduct another focus group to gain more empirical data to analyze. 

Since we are unexperienced moderators of focus groups, it was difficult to prepare for the focus 

groups and to understand when follow-up questions were necessary during the sessions. 

Consequently, we discovered deficiency in the execution of the focus groups and the questions 

we asked during our analysis. If we had the opportunity to conduct another focus group, we 

would have adjusted the questions slightly to enable a simpler analysis of the empirical data in 

relation to the conceptual framework. Therefore, our inexperience as moderators serves as a 

limitation.  

 

5.5. Future Research 
Due to the small scale and limited resources of this study, we acquired participants that were 

born and currently residents in Sweden. This narrowed the geographical area to a great extent. 

For future research, we propose a greater variety in participants with different nationalities. We 

believe this can enable an analysis regarding differences and similarities between different 
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nations and cultures. Furthermore, we made a conscious choice to construct focus groups with 

participants that were familiar with at least one of the others, since we believed that this would 

enable more dynamic discussions. However, a suggestion for future research is to construct 

focus groups with only strangers and participants with a wider demographic range. As a result, 

it can lead to more discussions regarding similarities and differences between different nations. 

Another suggestion for future research is to conduct a study based on the TPB model with a 

quantitative approach within the same research field. This can enable findings that are more 

generalized. 
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Appendix A – The Theory of Planned Behavior 

 
Note: An illustration of the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991).  
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Appendix B – Focus Group Guide  

Questions in MentiMeter Write 1-3 feelings you experience or thoughts you get when you 
hear the word “sustainability”.  
 
Write 1-3 feelings you experience or thoughts you get when you 
hear the concept “fast fashion”.  
 
Write 1-3 feelings you experience or thoughts you get when you 
hear the concept “green marketing”.   

General questions What were your feelings toward or impression of the three 
campaigns? 
 
Follow-up question to all groups: Was there any of the campaigns 
that made you interested in purchasing any fast fashion products? 
 
Follow-up question Group 3: What were your thoughts regarding 
the second campaign?  

Attitudes toward the behavior  
Attitudes/Emotions/Experiences 

What are your general emotions toward the use of green marketing 
within the fast fashion industry? 
 
What does “sustainably aware” mean to you? 
 
Follow-up question Group 1 and 3: What activity or action do you 
associate with “sustainable awareness” 

Subjective norms 
Supporters/Non supporters 

How do you experience that people in your close circle or society 
feel regarding sustainability questions within the fast fashion 
industry? 
 
What influences you in your purchasing decision regarding fast 
fashion products? 
 
What role do other people play in this purchasing decision? 

Perceived behavior control 
Facilitators/Barriers 

Do you experience that it is easy to search for information regarding 
sustainability within fast fashion? If so, in what way? 
 
Follow-up question Group 3: Would you say that you actively 
search for information? 
 
What are the greatest barriers or issues with the use of green 
marketing within the fast fashion industry? 
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What are the greatest advantages with the use of green marketing 
within the fast fashion industry? 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


